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ABSTRACT

This work was performed on a sample from Alkiderat meteorite which fell

west of Sudan by means of Mossbauer Effect Spectrometer,

Results showed the absence of the transition temperature from the paramagnetic

state to the magnetic state in the temperature range from 300K down to 16K. Also,

it was found that Olivine and Orthopyroxene exist together in site Mi, while

Clinopyroxene exists alone in site Mj.

Formulae for the composition of orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene in the

sample were also obtained and they were in good agreement with previous studies.

The disorder parameter was also calculated and it showed that the pyroxene

rr"?ont \n the sample is well-ordered.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Near the end of the eighteenth century, several meteorite falls were widely

pV-'v.;^ and seem to have caused a surge of interest in "stones falling from the

f l - '5"! 1], Since then several studies were made upon these meteorites using various

v—1'ind?. Among these methods is the Mossbauer Effect Spectroscopy (MES).

MES can give scientists valuable information about [2,3]:

1\ Iron distribution in these meteorites.

2\ Oxidation state of iron at iron sites.

3\ Coordination number of iron atoms.

4\ Cation ordering and estimation of site populations.

5\ Low-temperature condensates and generally on low-temperature processes in the

parent bodies of the most primitive meteorites.

6\ The ferric to ferrous iron ratio which reveals important information on the partial

presence of oxygen during crystallization which is a parameter of geological

significance.

Thus through the study of meteorites and planetary bodies, MES has made

decisive contributions to the understanding of relevant aspects of the birth of the

planets. Thus a brief review about meteorites will follow.



7.7 ORIGIN OF METEORITES:

Meteorites are rocks and metal pieces left over from the disintegration of

c.nm-ts or from the grinding up of asteroids, through innumerable collisions among

fVTn<;c!vcs. These meteorites reach the earth by chance being captured by its

(invitational field [4,5].

The initial velocity is between 11 and 70 km/sec [6], in approaching the

universe of the earth. During the less than 1 minute flight through the denser part of

the atmosphere, the surface layer of the meteorite is planned off, and the melted

particles are scattered over a large area. What we call a meteorite is the entering

body that survives the flight and lands on earth. Except for a surface layer of a

depth of a few millimeters, the meteorite has not been harmed thermally. The internal

part of the meteorite is in the same state as it was in space.

Meteorites, thus, are extremely valuable in any cosmogenk studies since they

are the only extra-terrestrial material which one can study in a laboratory directly by

uMnp: up-to-date integrated methods of research and complex apparatus and they give

information about the composition of the earth's interior [7].

1.2 CLASSIFICATION OF METEORITES:

Meteorites may be classified according to their nickel-iron content. Those

which consist entirely of nickel-iron are called iron meteorites, those which are chiefly

composed of iron and magnesium silicates ( mainly pyroxene and olivine ) with

comparatively little nickel-iron are called stony meteorites. There is a third class in

which rock and nickel-iron are present in more or less equal amounts. Those are the

stony-iron meteorites [7]. Of all meteorites 92.8% are stones. Iron meteorites form

5.7% of observed falls and the rest _1.5%_ are stony-iron meteorites [5].



Iron meteorites are composed of separate plates. These plates consist of iron

w:h a small admixture of 5% to 7% nickel, called kamacite. The narrow lines

bordering these plates consist of iron with a large admixture of 25% to 50%

nicke1[5], called taenite. Iron meteorites can be also subdivided into octahedrites,

hexabedrites and atoxites [6,8].

Stony meteorites can be divided into chondrites and achondrites. Chondrites are

composed of olivine ( a solid mixture of Fe2SiO4 and Mg2SiO4)t9], Pyroxene ( a

mixture of FeSiO.i and MgSiO3 )[9], troilite and flecks of nickel-iron.

The distinguishing feature of a meteorite is the chondrule which is a round

inclusion from which the chondrite takes its name [10]. Chondrules are rapidly cooled

drops of molten substance of the meteorite and they are formed at the same moment

ns the meteorites [6]. Their presence serve as a reliable indication that this sample is

a chondrite. Chondrites constitute 90% of stony meteorites.

Carbonaceous chondrites are extremely rare.

In addition to the chondrites, there are also stony meteorites which do not

contain any chondrules and are called achondrites. These are much fewer [6]. The

most common minerals in this group are the pyroxene and plagiclase. They are quite

similar to terrestrial igneous rocks [9].

Stony-iron meteorites are further subdivided into pallasites and mesosiderites

[8,10].

Thus, if meteorites are fragments of a disrupted planet, the stony ones must

represent the outer part and the metallic ones the core [11]. Stony-iron meteorites

were probably formed in transitional zones between nickel-iron cores and overlying

,-v-hondrite layers [1]



/.-* COMPOSITION OF METEORITES:

The most accurate and painstaking analyses of the most diverse meteorites

conducted, have shown that they do not contain a single chemical element unknown

on enrth [6].

1.4 AGE OF METEORITES:

Estimates have shown that meteorites are from 600 million [6] to 4,500 million

[11] years old. Thus this is the best evidence we have of the date when the solar

system came into being [6,11].

1.5 A mmF ACCOUNT ON ALKTDIRAT METEORITE :

Alkidirat meteorite fell in June, 1983 at night accompanied by an eye-blinking

%ht which was seen at a distance of 20 Km N-W of the place of fall, west of

Sudan.

From Scanning Electron Microscope ( SEM) analysis [12], it is suggested that

Alkidirat meteorite is an ordinary chondrite. The specimen contains only well-defined

mm-sized chondrule. This is partially truncated and consists of radiating

orthopyroxenes. Other ill-defined suspected chondrules are present including one with

a barred olivine. Kamacite is abundant.

Olivine compositions appear to be restricted at around -chroysolite. There are

two pyroxenes present both with restricted compositions; a bronzitic orthopyroxene

prtJ a clinopyroxene in the diopside-endiopside range. The plagioclase is oligoclase.

™^ le.f-macite has an average composition of about FeM.sNio.s, table I.



Oxide Wt% 0! 0! Cpx CPx OPx OPx

FeO 17.612 17.778 4.240 8.585 10.794 11.050

MgO 42.739 42.761 18.767 17.019 31.064 30.681

CaO 0.039 0.039 20.053 22.040 0.631 0.765

Fe2+ 0.374 0.378 0.130 0.110 0.318 0.328

Mg2+ 1.627 1.623 1.023 0.931 1.633 1.624

Ca2+ 0.001 0.001 0.786 0.867 0.024 0.029

T-iMc T. Selected analyses of main silicate phases from Alkiderat meteorite

'•icrniined by SEM[12]. 01 : Olivinc, Cpx - Clinopyroxenc, OPx =

Ot'wpyroxene.



CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

When an isolated radioactive nucleus with excitation energy En, emits a gamma-

i •;' of energy Er, in transition from its excited state to its ground state, it recoils

backwards to conserve momentum [2]; i.e.

Pn = -Py= -EylC ( 2.1 )

where Pn is the momentum of nucleus, PY is the momentum of gamma-photon, and c is

the velocity of light. Thus this photon energy is slightly less than the intrinsic energy of

the excitation, that is why it cannot be resonantly reabsorbed by a daughter nuclide of

the same kind. This energy difference is the recoil energy Er taken up by the nucleus

[2]; i.e.

Er = En-Er ( 2.2 )

Assuming that this nucleus was originally at rest, the recoil energy [2]

Er - l/2Mvr
2 = 1/2-

M

where M is the nucleus mass, vr is the recoil velocity of the parent nucleus.



Similarly the momentum balance of the reabsorption process requires the nucleus

to possess excess kinetic energy after the reabsorption.

The problem of energy difference can be solved by using an atom in a solid. The

recoil energy will be taken up by a large part of the crystal in which the nucleus is

<""'>-Mfi?xf. Since the mass of the nucleus is 1022 times smaller than that of the crystal

p. r! , the recoil energy is negligible. Also the absorber or the source can be mounted on

o moving shaft. This was shown by Mossbauer in 1958. Therefore the recoil fraction

can be eliminated for a significant fraction of gamma transitions.

2,1 WAT DOES MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY MEASURE ? 1141:

The basic information that can be derived from the Mossbauer spectrum is:

Relative and absolute line energies are determined by electronic effects on the

nuclear energy levels. These effects are known as hyperfme parameters. In addition, there

are two others. The first is the relative intensity of various lines of the spectrum which

can give information on the direction between the crystal and hyperfine field axes and

the direction of the gamma-ray beam. The second effect, called the second order

Doppler shift is a displacement of the entire spectrum arising from the thermally excited

vibrations of the Mossbauer atom.

Here, a brief account on hyperfine parameters will be given.

2.1.1 ISOMER SHIFT:

It results due to the Coulombic interaction between the nuclear charge and the

electronic charge inside the nucleus ( s-electrons have a probability of being inside the

nucleus and spend a fraction of their time there). As a result of this interaction a shift



occurs in the nuclear energy levels, Figure ( 2.1 ) [15]. Thus the difference in energy

between the nuclear transitions in the source and absorber is the isomer shift, 5 . It is

Hr.r> tcnowfi as the eleelrk, roonopole interaction.

Tt is given by the equation [2] :

My ( 2.4 )

AT?
where C is a constant for a given isotope containing nuclear parameters, ~^ris the

R

relative change of nuclear radius between the excited and ground states and the term

between parenthesis is the difference in the total electron density evaluated at the nucleus

/j//(0)/2 , between the absorber and source isotopes, which consists of nuclear and

electronic contributions.

The isomer shift is always calculated in comparison to a reference, because

Mossbauer spectra of a particular compound measured with different sources under

otherwise constant conditions will show different isomer shifts.

In a Mossbauer spectrum, the isomer shift can be evaluated to be the distance of

the absorption line ( or spectrum centroid ) from zero-Doppler velocity, Figure ( 2.2 ) [15].

2.1.2 ELECTRIC OUADRUPOLE INTERACTION:

It arises as a result of the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment, Q, and

the electric field gradient ( EFG) at the nucleus. The nuclear quadrupole moment is a

measure of the deviation of the nuclear charge distribution from spherical form and is

positive for an elongated nucleus and negative for a flattened one [16].
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Fig. 2.1 . Electric rhonopole interaction shifts nuclear energy levels

without lifting the degeneracy, G :ground state, E :exdted state.
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Fig. 2.2. isomer Shift as seen by Mossbauer Spectroscopy.
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The nuclear quadrupole moment is expressed by [17]:

cQ - J pr(3cos?6~I)ch ( 2.5 )

where -i-e is the proton charge, p is the charge density in the volume element di at a

distance r from the center of the nucleus and at an angle 9 to the axis of the nuclear

spin.

The electric field gradient arises from the distortion of charge distribution

surrounding the nucleus and is given by [17]:

d2V
A / . ' IT ( O K \

dx.dxj

where /, j = x, v, z, V is the potential at the nucleus .

The electric quadrupole interaction is given by the Hamiltonian [15] :

H -
4(27-1)/

( 2.7 )

where / is the nuclear spin quantum number, / is the nuclear spin

A A A A A A

operator, Ii: -1x±iIy is the raising and lowering operators, Ix Jy and Iz are the

nuclear spin component operators, r\ is the asymmetry parameter which is given by [15] :

The electric quadrupole interaction results in the splitting of the nuclear level with

nuclear spin I> 1/2 into 21+1 non-degenerate sublevels, Figure ( 2.3 ) [19]. The EFG can

be created either by an external charge distribution or by the atom's own electrons [18].

to
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Fig. 2.3 Quadrupole splitting of Fe57 nuclear excited state E*

showing the two M'ossbauer transitions (I =3/2.1 =1/2).
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Fig. 2.4 Quadrupole splitting as seen hy Mossbauer Spectroscopy.
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The resultant Mossbauer spectrum of quadrapole splitting for a nucleus with spin / is

shown in Figure ( 2.4 ) [15].

Tin© 4tot*».fi6e A between the two resonance lines for Fe57 ( rj = 0 ) corresponds

to the energy difference

AEQ - eQVyy/2 ( 2.9 )

and is called quadrupole splitting. Thus for electric quadrupole interaction to occur both

the quadrupole moment and the EFG should be non-zero.

2.1.3 MAGNETIC HYPERFJNE INTERACTION :

It. results from the interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment p. with a

magnetic field H. This magnetic field can be a local effective field at the nucleus made

up of the Fermi contact field Hc, the orbital angular field Horh and the dipolar field

H<np, or it can be an applied external magnetic field [2].

The magnetic hyperfine interaction can be given by the Hamiltonian [15]:

H(ml) = -\i.H = -gNBN.I.H ( 2.10 )

where gx is the nuclear Lande' splitting factor and BN - eh/2Mc , (M is the nucleus

mass ) is the nuclear Bohr magneton.

It results in the splitting of nuclear energy levels with spin / > zero into 21 i 1

equally spaced non-degenerate sublevels.

A Mossbaucr spectrum of alpha-Fe will look like Figure ( 2.5 ) [2], showing

magnetic splitting. The centroid of which can be shifted due to the electric monopole

interaction. If both the magnetic hyperfine and electric quadrupole splittings are present,

12
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Fig. 2.5 MSssbauer transmission spectrum of alpha-Fe at room
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the Mossbauer spectaim will not be symmetric and a shift will occur to the sublevels,

Figure ( 2.6 ).

The magnetic hyperfine splitting enables one to determine the effective magnetic

field acting on the nucleus.

2.1.4[SECOND ORDER DOPPLER SHIFT:

Tr is a small decrease in the energy of the gamma-ray emission or absorption,

resulting from the relativistic effects of the thermal vibrational velocity of the nuclei [14].

Tt gives rise to a shift in the Mossbauer line of [17]:

SE - -^-f/L (2.11 )
2c2 Y

where (v2) is the mean square velocity of the atom as it vibrates in the lattice [14].

It has a strong temperature dependence. The mean square velocity (v2) can be

expressed in terms of the Debye temperature $D by [20]:

For T>BDI2 the limit (v2) = 3KT/M> may be used.

At temperatures above T - 6D the difference in isomer shift AIS of a given

sample between different temperatures AT is [20];

2ATC

u



where Meff is the effective mass of the Mossbauer atom in (amu), which on

rearrangement of equation ( 2.13 ) can be given by [20]:

< Z I 4 >

Thus the shift seen by MES is the sum of the isomer and the second order

Doppter shifts.

15



CHAPTER THREE

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3.1 MOSSBAUER SPECTROMETER:

Most Mossbauer spectroscopy experiments are transmission experiments with

the energy scan being obtained by a Doppler shift [14].

A typical transmission type spectrometer to study the Mossbauer effect is

•v*J<* up basically of a radioactive source, an absorber and a gamma ray detector in

Horizontal geometry, Figure (3.1 ), a brief description of which is given below.

For low temperature measurements, a closed cycle refrigerator and a vacuum

system were also used.

3.1.1 GAMMA-RAY DETECTION TECHNIQUE:

The source used was a 25mCi Co57 in Rhodium matrix to ensure a

monochromatic beam of gamma rays. The decay scheme of which is shown in Figure

(3.2).

The equipments used for gamma ray detection include [21,22,23] a gas-filled

proportional counter, filled with Argon and 10% methane and operated with a high

voHage( 1750V). In this proportional counter gamma rays which have passed through

the absorber were registered. The counts were then passed to a model ORTEC 142

PC preamplifier, whose main purpose is to perform impedance matching between the

preamplifier input of low capacitance and its output of high impedance. In this

16



11

Fig. 3.1. Block diagram of the Mossbauer spectrometer, If High Voltage,

2/ Preamplifier , 3/ Amplifier , 4/ Single Channel Analyzer , 5/ Multi _

channel Analyzer Card , 6/ Clock , 7/ Waveform Generator , 8/ Oscillo

-scope . 9/ Drive Unit , 10/ Cryostat , 11/ Velocity Trancducer,

12/ Source , 13/ Absorber , 14/ Detector.
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3.2 Decay scheme of Co indicating the transitions 14.4T and 136.46
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preamplifier the small current pulses delivered from the detector were converted into

voltage pulses and then sent to a model ORTEC 590 amplifier, to amplify the voltage

gain. These amplified pulses were then sent to a single channel analyzer to select the

cy'Tnrna ray of interest with a minimum of interference from other radiations. The

""p^fred signals were converted into counts and collected in a multichannel analyzer

sent to a personal computer where these data were processed.

The multichannel analyzer was synchronized with the drive so that each

analyzer channel ( memory location in which data is stored ) corresponds to a

particular drive velocity. Thus, the channel number corresponds to the Doppler-shifted

gamma ray energy and the channel contents correspond to the number of gamma rays

transmitted through the absorber at that energy. This was achieved by a

synchronization circuit. The spectrum will be collected twice in the memory during

each full cycle of the velocity waveform, since the velocity of the source will change

from plus to minus and then from minus to plus during a single cycle. The two

spectra are mirror images of each other with respect to the maximum velocity.

Data were plotted as count rate versus source velocity so that absorption lines

appear as dips below the baseline as in Figure (3.3 ).

As the Mbssbauer spectrum consists of a plot of the number of gamma-ray

photons, transmitted through an absorber as a function of the instantaneous relative

velocity of the source with respect to an absorber[2], some mechanism for providing

this relative velocity was needed.

This mechanism is an electromagnetic transducer system on which the source

was mounted. This transducer is a loudspeaker system consisting of a rigidly

connected driving and pick-up coils moving in a homogeneous magnetic field [24].

The transducer was driven by a sawtooth waveform produced by a digital function

19
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Fit). 3.3 Counting rate of 14.4 Kev gamma ray in the detector as a function
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seen by Mijssbauer Spectroscopy.
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--.-; Tfar. The amplitude of the sawtooth waveform determines the velocity scan of

^ - vibrator [2].

The negative feedback circuit regulates the drive coil motion in such a way

that its velocity sweep as measured by the pick-up coil follows exactly the output

signal of the reference generator [25].

The absorber is the material to be investigated [2], A uniform absorber was

prepared by sandwiching the finely ground compound between two layers of

aluminium foil using a brass ring holder [25]. The sample was mixed with boron

nitride which is an inert matrix to aid dispersion. For best line shape and resolution,

the absorber was made thin, such that 10 mg Fe were used in 1 cms2 holder.

The absorber effective thickness tA is defined by [2]:

(3.1)

where Oo is the maximum absorption cross-section, fA is the recoil-free fraction in

the absorber, na is the number of atoms per cubic cm of the particular element, dA

is the physical thickness of absorber in cm, aa is the isotopic abundance of the

resonance isotope (2.19% for Fes?).

3.1.2 LOW TEMPERATURE SET UP:

It is often useful to ran complex spectra at a number of different temperatures

because the resolution can often change markedly [26].

To obtain low-temperature measurements, refrigeration was needed. This

refrigeration was obtained by means of a closed cycle cryogenic gas refrigerator, in

which the heat exchanger is helium gas. Using this system, temperatures can be

to 16K.

21



The refrigerator is made up of an . expander, connected to a vacuum shroud

and a compressor, interconnected by flexible gas lines., Figure ( 3.4 ). As the

compressor produces distribution vibration when operated, a rigid mechanical structure

to prevent vibration of absorber, was needed. This vibration must be prevented

because even very small vibration amplitudes can produce enough velocity to broaden

the observed spectral lines [14],

The expander (Cs-202 ) was mounted on the outer frame of a two nested

pyramid shaped steel frames and the vacuum shroud was mounted to the inner frame

in order to minimize the transmission of mechanical vibrations from the expander unit

to the absorber placed in the vacuum shroud see Figure (3.5) . For further elimination

of vibration transmission between expander and vacuum shroud, vibration isolation

bc^ows were used, also a load of lead was added to the base of the inner frame to

secure decoupling.

The compressor is oil lubricated. The oil captures the heat and removes it by

heat exchange with ambient air. 80% of the heat rejected comes from the oil, the

remainder from helium. The interconnecting gas lines serve to supply high-pressure

gas to the expander from the compressor, and returns low-pressure gas to the

compressor.

The refrigeration is produced in the expander when the- compressed air enters

the expander through the high pressure valve, expanded thus cooled, passed around

i.'ic vacuum shroud to produce cooling and out through the low pressure valve to the

For good vacuum insulation, a vacuum system made up of a rotary and

diffusion pumps was used. A vacuum of 5*10"2 ton* was provided by the rotary

pump and down to S^O"6 torr was provided by the diffusion pump.

22
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Fig. 3.4 The Expander.
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!/ Cryostat

3/ Compressor

5/ Proportional Counter

6/ Temperature Controller

Fig. 3.5 The Refrigerator's frame

2/ Preamplifier

4/ Linear Motor
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In order to control the temperature of the absorber, a digital temperature

controller/indicator ( Air product) was used. This controller has a maximum power of

20 watt, wHli a gotd»elit=0«el thermocouple attached to the absorber holder and a

regulating electric wire heater.

After the temperature drop (in about 3 hours ), data collection was started.

3.1.3 VELOCITY CALIBRATION:

As in all forms of spectroscopy, it is essential to have a method of accurately

measuring the total energy scan of the source radiation and also to have a standard

reference line position against which other positions may be quoted [2]. This method

is called calibration.

Tn a gamma ray spectrometer, this calibration consists of knowing the channel

number versus gamma-ray energy [21].

To evaluate a Mossbauer spectrum, the accurate determination of the velocity

<%.. cnc |1 ^ a { a pOjnt j s required. To fulfil this, a standard absorber with an accurately

i-r^wn hyperfine parameters at room temperature, was used. Here, a thin alpha-Fe

?r'\ was situated on a collimator and a separation of 15 cm was maintained between

the detector window and the Co57 source. For natural alpha-Fe at room temperature,

a splitting of 10.6245 mm/sec, for the two outermost lines of the magnetic six-line

pattern is known, of 6.1519 mm/sec for the second and fifth lines and of 1.6793

mm/pec for the third and fourth lines, Figure ( 3.6 ) [24].

The symmetry point of the iron spectrum was taken as the zero-velocity for

all collected data and these results were used as basis in measurements of hyperfine

tnteractions[27].

25
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Fig. 3.6 Natural alpha-Fe at room temperature.



3.1,4 DA TA ANAL YSIS:

Precise analysis of Mossbauer data is carried out using a computer least-

squares fitting for two reasons [14]:

1/ Spectra contain hundreds of data points which are in digital form and are difficult

to deal with graphically by hand.

2/ The observed line positions are often not independent but arise from the possible

combinations of hyperfine splittings of the excited and ground nuclear levels. Thus the

restive line positions ( and intensities ) are constrained to those arising from the

' v—ffine Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the nucleus with its surroundings.

"Hiese constraints are simple to deal with in a computer program, but are difficult to

i.'pe in manual data reduction.

Thus to perform data analysis, at the end of the experimental running period,

the accumulated data were fed to 386PC computer, used for data processing and

analysis along with a dual floppy disc drive and a printer as a peripheral device

[27,28].

The interactive program used is a Mossbauer analysis program developed at

the university of Uppsala [22,29]. It is divided into three subprograms:

1/ Mossbauer Data Calibration program ( MDC ): which was used to refine the

calibration spectrum of alpha-Fe, to obtain the calibration factor and to find the

chonnet at velocity zero which was used as a centroid.

2/ Mossbauer Data Reduction program ( MDR): which was used for folding the

spectra, as each spectrum consists of two mirror images. This folding eliminates the

geometry effect and improves the statistics, also, it smoothes the data [22,25].
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3/ Mossbauer Data Analysis program (MDA )[29]: which is a user oriented computer

program, aiming to simulate a Mossbauer transmission spectrum, given by a set of

twwrreters and to compare it with experimental data. The calculation considers a

number of experimental situations and the comparisons can be made by least squares

sums and by plotting the simulated and the measured spectrum. A fitting routine,

minimizing the least squares sum, was used to find the parameters characterizing the

spectrum.

:\; SAMPLE TREATMENT:

From the previous study [ 12,34 ], Alkiderat meteorite consist basically of

silicate minerals : olivine and pyroxene and non-silicate minerals : kamacite ( FeNi ) and

trioiite (FeS ).

The objective of the present work is to study the silicate minerals of Alkiderat

by means of MES technique.

To extract the silicate portion from the whole material of the sample using the

techniques available in our laboratories, two different methods of separation were

used. These methods are described below:

3.2.1 MAGNETIC SEPARATOR METHOD 1301:

The separator consists of a powerful electromagnet with coils wound with

enameled, copper wire, specially shaped pole pieces of forged magnet iron, non-

ferrous divided track with chute and collecting buckets.

Adjustment of the intensity of the magnetic field was achieved through a

thyristor controller. This produced a DC variable voltage from a 200/250 volt AC

single phase supply.
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A potentiometer with a calibrated dial effected the control of the output

voltage.

The vibrator unit is fitted on the at upper end of divided track.

The vibration of the divided track was varied by a controller on the

;"'- |nipe'rt panel and its intensity depends on the properties of materials being

The fimnel or hopper is adjustable for controlling flow of materials on to the

track.

The magnet with the track can be adjusted for forward or side slope and

angles are registered on engraved scales.

The whole apparatus is mounted on cast iron baseplate with adjustable feet as

shown in Figure (3.7).

3.2.2 (1RA17TY SEPARATION METHODf31/:

The sample is separated by means of a funnel and a bromoform solution of

density between 2.87 and 2.89 grams/cm3, Figure (3.8) .

First, the heavy portion which settles down in the funnel is allowed to pass

by means of a valve to a filter paper in a beaker.This portion will be washed with

acetone and left to dry. Next the lighter portion which floats on- top of the liquid is

passed to another beaker where it is also washed and dried. The bromoform is

recovered back.

33METHOD OF SAMPLE PREPARATION:

A small portion of Alkidirat meteorite was hammered out and grinded using a

grinder and a mortar. The resultant powder was divided into three portions by means
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Fig. 3.7 Magnetic Separator.

stand

light portion of the sample

Glass funnel containing bromoform

heavy portion of the sample

> filter paper

second funnel

> a beaker to receive bromoform

Fig. 3.8 Method of Gravity Separation.
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<-r ! -o different sieves. One of these sieves has a mesh diameter of 0.25 mm and

0»j other has a mesh diameter of 0.063 ram. The reason of choosing these diameters

will be clarified later,

The first portion which passed through both sieves, i.e. whose grain diameter is

less than .063 mm will be named portion(i). The second portion which passed

through the 0.25 mm sieve only i.e. whose grain diameter is less than 0.25 mm and is

more than .063 mm will be named portion(ii). The last portion which did not pass

through either of them i.e. whose grain diameter is greater than 0.25 mm will be

called portion(iii).

The three portions were separated into two portions each. A portion(a) which

responded to a magnet and was supposed to be magnetic, and a portion(b) which did

not respond and was thus supposed to be paramagnetic. This separation was done by

me?nR of three magnets :two horse-shoe magnets and a bar magnet. On testing

porlion(ib), using (MS) it was found to contain considerable magnetic amounts thus

further separation was needed. This was supposed to be done by the electro-magnetic

separator, but unfortunately, this separator separates only grains with diameters

between 0.063 and 0.25 mm. Thus this portion was rejected. The separation of

sample(iii) was very coarse and the Mossbauer absorption was very poor, thus this

sample was rejected too.

On testing sample(iib) by means of (MS), an appreciable magnetic amount was

still there, thus further separation was needed.

The magnetic portion was supposed to be heavier than the paramagnetic

rortion, thus the method of gravity separation was applied to sample(iib). After this

separation a heavy portion(h) and a light portion(l) were obtained. On testing these

samples by (MS), both were found to be paramagnetic with small magnetic amounts.
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Thus no real separation occurred. As sample(h) had better counts at room

temperature, it was preferred to sample(l).

Further separation for sample(h) was performed using the electromagnetic

separator, repeating the process for five times. The portion of satnple(h) which

responded electromagnetically was used for the sample preparation. This portion will

be called samp1e(he). The whole procedure of separation is presented in Figure (3 .9) .
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Magnetic Separation
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I I
Fraction Non-Magnetic remains

Gravity Method Separation

1

Light Fraction Heavy Fraction

Electromagnetic Separation

1

Electromagnetic Fraction Non-Magnetic Fraction

Fig. 3.9 Sequence of Sample Separation



CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

On? o\" the most important groups of rock-forming minerals in meteorites as

well n̂  in terrestrial rocks are the silicates. One of these silicates is the pyroxene

whose general formula can be written as Ai+pB1.pSi2O6 , where A and B represent

distinct cation sites known as Mi and M2 respectively. Site Mi is normally occupied

by small cations such as Mg2+, Al3+, Mn2+, Fe3+, or Na+ while M2 is grossly distorted

and being larger tends to be occupied by Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Mn2+ and Fe2+ [17]. In

the orthopyroxene series p = 1 whereas in the monoclinic pyroxenes the value of p

varies from zero to one [32].

Clinopyroxenes have a monoclinic space group whereas orthopyroxenes have an

group. One of these clmopyroxenes is the augite [17].

'Tnrvever, the study of cation distribution over the Mi and M2 lattice sites in

r . .,.,„,„.,,, wpiy r e v e a j information on the history of temperature and pressure in

mr^rites. Tn pyroxene crystals that have been cooled slowly to temperatures lower

tb̂ .n 500°C, the Fe2+ ions populate primarily the M2 position whereas the Mg24" ions

occur predominately at the Mi position. In crystals that have been rapidly cooled a

more disordered Mg, Fe distribution over the Mi and M2 is observed [33].
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The study of Mg'1"', Fc7' order-disorder over the Mi and M2

positions in pyroxene may be formulated by a simple binary exchange

f£»«'Mi M|" !he form [2|:

Mg2'(Mi) + Fc7'(M/) <-> Fc2'(M,) + Mg2'(M2)

Tlie degree of Mg3', Fc;' disorder in the above reaction is uniquely

described by the distribution coefficient K which may be defined as [2]:

( 4.1

where ,Y/U': , -Y/'f , yV//(' , Xf" , are the site occupancy numbers for Mg21

and VV' at the sites Mi atu! M; respectively .

As it is always supposed that site M| is occupied by Fe2 ' in

the orthopyroxene while site M? is always occupied by Fe ?l in the

dir^nyoxene [17,2,26], the above formula can be used to calculate the

,•:...,.,i,,- parameter. Or depending on the general formula of the pyroxene,

which shows that orthopyroxenc is calcium poor while clinopyroxene is

crlcium rich the disordering between Mg and Fe can be calculated using

the formula [32]:

I _ v" I Y
\ ^-*

where X" stands for calcium poor and Xc stands for calcium rich.
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Mossbauer Spectroscopy ( MS ) measurements of the whole compound of

Alkidirat meteorite at room temperature [34], showed at least two paramagnetic

doublets and two magnetic sextets. The two paramagnetic doublets were assigned to

Fe21 in pyroxene and olivine, while the magnetic sextets were assigned to kamacite

(FeS) and triolite (FeNi) alloys, Figure (4.1 )

For this study, an absorber consisting of about 60 mg from the extracted

paramagnetic portion was prepared.

The measurements of this sample were taken, first at room temperature

(300K), then at 270K and after that the temperature was lowered in steps of 50

M~r-,r<>«s down to 16K, under vacuum and inside the cryostat. Some spectra are

•" ••-'n in Figure ( 4 . 2 ) .

The Mossbauer spectra showed only an inner and an outer doublets for all the

temperature scan. The outer doublet as it has a greater quadrupole splitting was

assigned to olivine in site Mi according to [26] and the inner doublet, as it has a

smaller quadrupole splitting was assigned to pyroxene in site M2 [26].

Results of hyperflne interaction parameters are presented in table II. Both the

isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings were drawn as functions of temperature, Figure

(4.3 ) to see their different temperature dependence.

Both the isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings are indicative of Fe2+ in high

spin configuration [2].

The Isomer shifts were found to increase with lowered temperature. Also the

splitting for site Mi was found to be temperature dependant whereas site
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-40 0.0 4.0
VELOCITY [miTt/s]

Fig. 4.1 Mossbauer spectrum of Alkidirat whole compound at room temperature

shoiving the two paramagnetic doublets and the two magnetic sextets;
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-8,0 -4.0 0.0 40
VELOOTY

Fig. 4.2 Some Mossbauer spectra of the paramagnetic portion of Alkidirat

meteorite in the temperature range ( 300-16K|)showing the absence of a transition

temperature from the paramgnetic state to the magnetic state.
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TEMP A, TSi DQt A2 IS2 DQ2 A3 IS3 DQ3

Vv" 2Z.O9 1.151+ 2.053 11.16 1.131+ 2.090 60.76 1.141+ 2.904

T'n\ 28.43 1.202+ 2.086 9.20 1.182+ 2.093 62.37 1.192+ 2.946

220K 29.80 1.222+ 2.108 7.42 1.202+ 2.062 62.78 1.212+ 3.020

170K 27.73 1.232+ 2.123 10.54 1.212+ 2.110 61.73 1.222+ 3.067

120K 30.47 1.281+ 2.108 9.60 1.261+ 2.161 59.93 1.271+ 3.138

70K 26.12 1.294+ 2.178 8.41 1.274+ 2.188 65.47 1.284+ 3.117

16K 26.81 1.295+ 2.191 8.23 1.275+ 2.179 64.96 1.285+ 3.122

Table TI. Relation of hyperfine parameters with temperature. Subscripts :1, 2 ahd 3

mcAns otthopyroxene, clinopyroxene and olivine respectively, + means relevant

pnrnmefers arc increased or decreased with the same increment. All parameters are in

mm/sec. Tsomer shift was measured relative to alpha-Fe at room temperature.



ISOfiEB SHIFTS US TEMPEBATUHE

1.7-

1.5-

— » • • • ' ' • • ' ' r

8,9

. . i .

8 50 188 158 288 258 388
Temp. in K

QUADBUPQLE SPLITTINGS US TEMPERATUBE

3,2-

2.8ih

58 188 158 288 258 388
Temp. in K

Fig. 4.3 Temperature dependence of isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings. 0 stands

for clinopyroxene, D stands for orthopyroxene and x stands for olivine.
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found to be temperature independent [26]. The area was found to be a

constant for the whole temperature scan.

According to SEM [12], olivine has the formula Fe.40Mg.60 , orthopyroxene has

the formula Fe.26Mg.73Ca.01 , clinopyroxene has the formula Fe.o9Mg.4iCa,5 and the

average chemical composition formula for the pyroxene is ( Fe.17Mg.57Ca.2j )2Si2O6 .

From this total formula and the relative average area ratio of clino- and

orthopyroxene( 9.22/28.21 ) , table II, the population of Fe2+ for the clino- and

orthopyroxene is .08 and .26 respectively. These parameters give rise to the individual

population of Fe.osMg^Ca.s for the clinopyroxene and Fe26Mg.73Ca.01 for the

orthopyroxene. This result is in good agreement with the result of the SEM obtained

?bove.

Tn the temperature range of 300K down to 16K, no magnetic behaviour was

observed for both the pyroxenes and olivine. On comparing the formula obtained

pbove for the orthopyroxene with that of reference [35], the transition temperature

for the orthopyroxene of Aikidirat meteorite is expected to be about 1.7K or lower.

As for the olivine which is magnesium rich a low transition temperature is also

expected because the transition temperature for fayalite Fe2SiO4 is 64K [36]. This is

also reported in ref. [35], where the transition temperature is lowered with the

increase of magnesium in orthopyroxene. Also on comparison with terrestrial olivine,

no transition temperature was obtained down to 16K Figure (4 .4) .

On calculating the iron atom ratio,by dividing the area ratio of olivine to

pyroxene (62.57/37.43 ) by 1.17+0.06 J,the result was in good agreement with that

obtained by Bancroft [26].

The disorder parameter K, was calculated using eqn. (4.3 ) and a value of .01
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Fig. 4.4 Mossbauer spectrum of terrestrial olivine at 16K.
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was obtained. This result indicates that the pyroxene is rather ordered or in other

words there was little external effect on this meteorite during its travel in space.

4.3 _ CONCLUSIONS?

The Mossbauer fitted spectra confirm the presence of both the clino- and

orthopyroxene in the specimen as suggested by the SBM.

The value of the disorder parameter K obtained here is very small in

comparison with that presented in ref. [33,35], This confirms that the Alkidirat

meteorite was cooled down rather slowly during its formation.

Comparing the obtained formula of the clinopyroxene with formulae presented

in [2,37] we conclude that the clinopyroxene present in this sample is augite.

4.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK ON THE SAMPLE .

The temperature can be lowered further i.e. below 16K to determine the

transition temperatures.

An external' magnetic field can be applied in a trial to resolve the doublets

further.

Also, further methods can be applied to separate the olivine and pyroxene

minerals.

'One iron atom in olivinc gives rise to 1.17 times the absorption of one iron atom in
orthopyroxenc.
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